
EXT. OUTSIDE PRISON GATES 12:30PM

Giovanni Guadagnini has just been released from prison and

steps through the prison gates, He takes a breath of fresh

air and calls for a taxi.

INT. Inside Apartment building 13:10pm

Giovanni is inside his girlfriend’s apartment and knocks on

his girlfriends door, She opens the door.

GIOVANNI

Hey Rosa! long time no see

Rosa slaps Giovanni

Rosa

You stupid fool, why didn’t you

tell me?

Rosa hugs Giovanni and they walk into her flat

GIOVANNI

I see my flat hasn’t changed a bit,

glad you kept it the same

ROSA

I know Gio, i knew you would be

back

GIOVANNI

I Always told you that rosa and aim

to please

A few days pass and Rosa is asleep. Giovanni is passing

around the flat and starts thinking back

GIOVANNI

Where’s my money?

Giovanni runs into the bedroom

GIOVANNI

Rosa! Rosa!

ROSA

What? Gio!

GIOVANNI

Where’s the money

(CONTINUED)
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ROSA

I don’t know Gio, some men came

around a few weeks and said they

would look after it for you and

would be back to talk to you

GIOVANNI

So you forget to tell me this in

the first place? what did they look

like?

ROSA

One of the men had a scar on his

face, i don’t know Gio!

GIOVANNI

Paulie!

ROSA

What did you say Gio?

GIOVANNI

Oh nothing my sweet, look you need

to get out of here. Pack up your

things and get to the airport, Now

quickly!

Rosa starts packing up her things and Giovanni’s, whilst

doing this she runs to the bathroom to be sick.

GIOVANNI

Rosa babe, you alright?

ROSA

Yeh i’m fine Gio, just felt sick

for some reason

GIOVANNI

Look please just hurry now ok!

Rosa has done packing and she runs to her car outside,

giovanni is looking out the window as she drives off.

knowing he’s got a price on his head and someones after him.

He picks up the phone and starts talking to someone.

GIOVANNI

Look man, you know that favour you

own me

GIOVANNI

now look here, i helped you in

prison now help me god damn it!

(CONTINUED)
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GIOVANNI

Thankyou, now was that hard!

GIOVANNI

remember that guy i told you about,

the one who killed my father. I

think he’s alive and after me

GIOVANNI

I know i said i killed him but

someones got my money

GIOVANNI

so you will help me right?

GIOVANNI

good! right your near by thats

brilliant

As Giovanni rushing around his flat, he gets a knock at the

door. Giovanni goes to the door quickly, As soon as he opens

the door Giovanni is knocked out cold. Giovanni is put in a

car and taken away, lucky the car is followed by a strange

looking van. When he wakes up Giovanni is in a familiar

mansion and very Confused as of way, the door fly[U+0092]s

open and Paulie walks through.

GIOVANNI

Paulie, what the hell is going on

and where did get that scar?

PAULIE

So Gio, you want to know how i got

this scar? haha you have no idea do

you!

GIOVANNI

well if you tell me, then maybe ill

know!

PAULIE

Doesn’t this mansion look familiar

to you

Giovanni gets a horrible flashback to when he killed Aldo

Mendoza and burned down the same mansion he’s captured in.

GIOVANNI

Must admit they’ve done this place

up well

(CONTINUED)
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PAULIE

you always had a stupid sense of

humour didn’t you!

PAULIE

The thing is Gio, you left a

certain someone to burn alive in

that mansion

GIOVANNI

look here Paulie, you were a stupid

kid. who shouldn’t even had

followed me in there. I couldn’t

save you ok

PAULIE

who’s stupid now ha, who’s the

stupid one

Paulie is pointing a gun at Gio, when one of Paulie’s guys

runs in

HENCHMAN

paulie, someone’s broke through the

mansion gates

PAULIE

what have you done Gio!

GIOVANNI

Look who the stupid one is now

paulie!

PAULIE

what are you still doing here, Go

get them!

As the henchman runs out the door, Giovanni jumps up and

throws a bottle of alcohol onto a near by open fire causing

it to explode and punches paulie over. He makes a run for

the door and down a long hall way. He notices a window at

the end and decides to make a dash for it, as he does he

trips over some bags. To much of his surprise there full of

money and he takes them for himself. At this point Paulie’s

henchmen start shooting at him, the fire is spreading and

the roof collapses in and Gio makes his escape and get’s

into his friends car who’s waiting around the corner

Giovanni makes it to the airport to meet Rosa, with his best

friend and his friend Carlos
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GIOVANNI

Rosa! Rosa! I made it and look

ROSA

Gio! Thank god you’re alright, what

have you got?

GIOVANNI

Just look woman!

ROSA

Oh my god, Gio! How much is in

here?

GIOVANNI

Don’t know but lets get out of here

ROSA

I’m glad your ok as well Carlos

CARLOS

Just following the boss’s orders

GIOVANNI

You’re a great friend and business

partner

ROSA

Business partner?

GIOVANNI

Don’t worry about it Rosa

ROSA

where we even gonna go?

GIOVANNI

Anywhere you want to baby

As Gio, Carlos and Rosa walk towards the departure lounge,

Rosa has something to say.

ROSA

Gio, I have something to tell you?

GIOVANNI

Yeah baby?

ROSA

I think i’m pregnant

(CONTINUED)
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GIOVANNI

What?

To Giovanni surprise, suddenly you hear a gun shot and it

suddenly goes into slow motion as Rosa falls to the ground

GIOVANNI

No!!! Rosa

As Giovanni falls to his knees, Giovanni pulls his gun out

and shoots the unknown henchman. Carlos walks behind

Giovanni and hugs him from behind

CARLOS

I’m sorry Gio, this is for Aldo and

Paulie

Before Giovanni can react, he’s shot by Carlos and fall’s

next to rosa. Carlos run’s for a nearby car and escapes.

Giovanni is narrating the ending

GIOVANNI

So this is the fate of a man trying

to do things right, I hope my Rosa

knows i tried my best. Sometimes a

man’s best is all he’s got, i guess

i had this coming. My legacy will

be lived on by my past because i am

Giovanni Guadagnini

End credit scene

Nice sunny day looking at the front of a house, the door

opens and a older looking man picks up a newspaper and he

looks up and looks at the camera, he winks.

GIOVANNI

Rosa? Is Al up yet?

The End


